Abstract. In 1934 B. Berggren first discovered the surprising result that every Pythagorean triplet is the pre product of the triplet (3, 4, 5) presented as a column by a product of three matrices, that every triplet is obtained in this manner exactly once and in primitive form.
Introduction
Definition 0.1. A primitive Eisensteinian triangle is an integer triangle with side lengths (a, b, c) such that the angle opposite the side of length a is of π 3 and gcd(a, b, c) = 1. Here, we will also follow the convention of ordering the triplet such that b > c.
The original Result by Berggren [1] was that any Pythagorean triplet is the left product of the triplet (3, 4, 5) presented as a column with a product of the three matrices:  Multiple proof of this were published. We use the outlines of the proof given by Shin Ichi Katayama here [5] to prove the following generalization:
Theorem. An integer triangle is primitive Eisensteinian if, and only if it has side lengths (1, 1, 1) or it has side lengths (a, b, c) or (a, b, b − c) such that: This gives rise to the following forest of primitive eisensteinian triplets where every such triplet appear exactly once:
The tree is defined such that every node is a multiplication of it's parent with one of the matrices defined in the previous theorem. angle opposite to the side with length a if, and only if (a, b, c) satisfy: 
Integer Triangles with
(1.1) a 2 = b 2 + c 2 − bc
The SternBrocot tree
By the last theorem, it is sufficient to find and number all couples (m, n) ∈ N 2 S.T. m > n > 0, (m, n) = 1 and m ≡ n ( mod 3). This is equivalent to finding all factions 0 < n m < 1 in reduced form which satisfy m ≡ n ( mod 3). To find all such fractions we will look at the Stern-Brocot tree discovered by Moritz Stern [6] and Achille Brocot [3] .
The SternBrocot tree is a binary tree of the rational numbers where any vertex is the mediant of his predecessor and successor (in an InOrder ordering) in the tree above it where the predecessor of the root is defined to be A nice proof of this is given here [2] So, we are interested in finding all the entries in the Stern Brocot tree for which the denominator and the numerator are of distinct remainder modulus 3. omitting the fractions n m for which m ≡ n ( mod 3),and rearranging the branches length we get the following tree: Proof. when looking on the first occurrence of the patterned tree, S.T. for every fraction n m we write m − n mod 3 we get: Figure 4 . the difference mod3 tree Now, since each leaf has one of it's predecessor or successor zero and the other the same as his, we get the it's subtree is of the same pattern of difference between enumerator and denominator modulu 3.
The Modular Tree
Taking the tree we now wish to understand going through paths in the tree in matrix multiplication terms. We can take each fraction and replace it with the matrix who's entries are the successor and predecessor expressed as column vectors. For example, 
Letting:
We get:
Therefore, we get that every fraction n m such that m ≡ n ( mod 3) is of the form:
where ∀i(1 ≤ α i ≤ 5), and ε ∈ {0, 1}
Let:
And so,
Where:
Proof of the result
Our first matrix is S which splits our forest to it's two trees, since S 1 2 = 1 3 and the two corresponding triplets are (7, 8, 5/3) and (13, 15, 7/8).
If n m is the fraction related to the two twin triplets (n 2 +nm+m 2 , m 2 +2nm, n 2 + 2nm/m 2 − n 2 ) we have that applying A 1 to n m results in: So, in the same manner, multiplying the m, n vector by A i is equivalent to multiplying the resulting triplet by M i . Since we already established that the tree spans all m, n vectors where n ≡ m mod 3 and the all triplets are the result of inserting such m, n to the formula and that every twin triplet is achieved once in primitive form, we get our result, as stated in the introduction .
